
Index AR unveils the SuperApp® family of pre-packaged AR 
applications, each tailored to address common workforce 
challenges across industry. Index AR is building a library of 
SuperApp® products over time, giving clients a selection of 
robust AR solutions that can be rapidly procured and deployed 
to meet specific business needs.
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INTRODUCING THE INDEX AR SUPERAPP® 
PRODUCT FAMILY
Index AR unveils the SuperApp® family of pre-packaged 
AR applications, each tailored to address common 
workforce challenges across industry. Index AR is 
building a library of SuperApp® products over time, 
giving clients a selection of robust AR solutions that 
can be rapidly procured and deployed to meet specific 
business needs.

WHY LINEASSIST SUPERAPP® 
The LineAssist SuperApp® is a highly visual mobile 
training and field application that helps electrical utility 
linemen visualize and perform complex maintenance 
tasks more safely and faster. It fundamentally transforms 
how linemen are trained in the classroom and do work 
in the field. 

Delivered from a mobile tablet, the LineAssist 
SuperApp® provides detailed step-by-step instructions 
through AR, with imagery that is overlaid on the 
various utility structures that workers encounter on a 
service call. Safety warnings, 3D animations and written 
instructions are also built into the app, presented in the 
context of key steps.

The LineAssist SuperApp® captures the knowledge of 
a utility’s most experienced linemen and delivers a set 
of maintenance best practices for three different pole-
mounted voltage regulators and five different control 
panels – enabling linemen to visualize and more safely 
and easily perform tasks that could be less familiar to 
them.

Previously, a utility might have had to roll multiple 
trucks to troubleshoot and service a certain type of 
device. But with LineAssist, utilities can quickly teach 
line crews how to perform highly technical work, with 
training and visualization they can take with them into 
the field. 

Available today, LineAssist is the first offering 
from Index AR’s emerging SuperApp® library of AR 
applications. 

INDEX AR IS AN INVESTMENT IN PEOPLE
We don’t augment reality, we augment people. 

Our offerings:
•  make people more capable and productive, and thus 

more valuable;
•  augment and enhance worker performance (Index AR 

does NOT replace people); and
• create a sustainable competitive advantage for 

companies that adopt the technology early, resulting 
in a safer and more efficient environment. 

HOW INDEX AR WORKS WITH CLIENTS
Our dedicated team of AR professionals uses its 
industrial experience, expertise and knowledge to 
create solutions for clients across a variety of industry 
verticals. Index is transforming the way work is 
performed in aerospace, construction, manufacturing, 
mining, shipbuilding, logistics, energy and utilities, 
equipment maintenance and operation, sales, 
workforce education and any other place where 
workers can benefit from rich visualization.
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CONTACT US
AR is ready now. An enterprise can deploy AR and immediately reap the benefits of this investment in their people.  
Visit the Index AR Solutions YouTube channel to see first-hand worker experiences with AR, as well as worker 
testimonials. There is no reason to wait. Potential clients can get an on-site, hands-on demonstration. 


